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here. Thanks to its handsome new design, roomy cabin, agile handling and impressive fuel
economy, the Mazda 6 is a solid choice for a midsize sedan. The Mazda 6 is a five-passenger
midsize sedan offered in Sport, Touring and Grand Touring trim levels. If equipped with the
optional automatic transmission, the Sport also includes Bluetooth phone and audio
connectivity, a 5. Stepping up to the Touring trim adds inch alloy wheels, premium vinyl
leatherette upholstery, dual-zone automatic climate control, a sliding console armrest and a
six-way power driver seat. Optional for the Grand Touring is adaptive cruise control bundled
with a forward collision warning system. An Advance package late availability includes those
optional features as well as lane-departure warning, automatic high beams and an energy
capture system called i-Eloop "intelligent energy loop" that can store energy during
deceleration to a capacitor, which can then power air-conditioning, lighting and accessories for
about a minute while the stop-start system shuts down the engine at a stoplight. The Mazda 6 is
powered by a 2. It can be matched to either a six-speed manual or six-speed automatic
transmission with shift paddles on the steering wheel. The Grand Touring comes standard with
the automatic. In Edmunds testing, an automatic-equipped Mazda 6 sprinted to 60 mph in 7.
Standard safety features for the Mazda 6 include antilock disc brakes, traction and stability
control, front-seat side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and active front head restraints.
The Touring and Grand Touring trims additionally include blind-spot and rear cross-traffic
monitoring. The Grand Touring alone has Mazda's Smart City Brake Support, which is a
collision-mitigation system that uses an infrared laser sensor at the top of the windshield to
detect an imminent collision. It can automatically brake the car to a stop at low speeds if the
driver doesn't react. A separate package late availability for the Grand Touring bundles a
forward collision-warning system that uses radar to detect your closing distance on vehicles
ahead and then provides visual and audible alerts with a lane-departure warning system. In
Edmunds brake testing, a 6i Grand Touring came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, which is a bit
longer than average for the midsize sedan class. In government crash tests, the Mazda 6 earned
an overall rating of five stars , with four stars in frontal crash test, five stars in side crash tests,
and four stars in rollover tests. It earned the highest possible rating of "Good" in the
moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and roof-strength tests. One standout
characteristic of the Mazda 6 is its powertrain. The base 2. And although many automatic
transmissions in cars that boast high mpg numbers quickly upshift to the highest gear possible
and are reluctant to downshift, the Mazda 6's automatic is responsive to gas pedal inputs and
never feels flat-footed when you're initiating highway passing maneuvers. Furthermore, driving
enthusiasts will appreciate the availability of a six-speed manual, which is fast becoming an
endangered species in the midsize class. This same light-on-its-feet character carries through
when the topic turns to handling. With its communicative, precise steering and sporty chassis
tuning, the Mazda 6 feels sharp-witted and willing around corners, with stand-out dynamics for
the class. The flip side, however, is that the 6 rides a bit more stiffly than competitors, especially
with the inch wheels. Like many Mazdas, the 6 is a car for practical-minded buyers with
enthusiast leanings. With plentiful rear legroom, the 6's rear passengers will feel as if they've
been given access to a first-class cabin rather than coach. There's also generous headroom,
even for those taller than 6 feet, though the sedan's sloping rear roof line makes the rear
windows smaller, resulting in a more claustrophobic feel than you'd get in an Accord or a
Camry. There's decent luggage space, as the efficiently shaped trunk offers Inside, the Mazda 6

design aesthetic is clean and functional. Polished aluminum trim accents the cabin, while the
Grand Touring's leather upholstery features contrasting stitching. Materials quality and fit and
finish are among the best in the class. Most controls are simple and user-friendly, but the
touchscreen interface found in most models is a step behind the systems in most competitors.
The screen and the touch buttons on the interface are small, and we've found that it doesn't
always get along with Apple products. On the upside, a multipurpose knob located south of the
shifter grants a welcome level of control redundancy. We're sitting in a 14th-century manor just
outside of Paris watching a Powerpoint presentation. Outside of this stone room are rolling
hills, funny-looking road signs and the all-new Mazda 6. We're trapped. Sure, the car is outside
waiting to be driven, but for now we're stuck listening to various Mazda officials tell us why the
new Mazda 6 sedan is better than the old Mazda 6 sedan. The message today is not subtle and
it's not hidden. It's a mantra, repeated frequently and with conviction and it's not one usually
associated with the midsize family sedan segment: Precise and Responsive. The Mazda 6 may
be safer, better equipped, more fuel-efficient and more comfortable than the car it replaces, but
in true Mazda fashion, the main focus is on the drive. Skyactiv Kool-Aid It's easy to think that
Skyactiv is simply a well-publicized name for an engine family, but the ethereal, misspelled
portmanteau is nothing less than a cult within the Mazda camp. You see, Mazda found itself in a
hole recently with an entire fleet of reasonably priced, seriously fun-to-drive cars that just
happened to return very average fuel economy numbers. Mazda needed to do something and,
being Mazda, it wasn't thrilled to simply chuck in a Toyota-sourced hybrid system and call it a
day. Instead it built a new, lightweight modular body system that first debuted in the States in
the CX Then it built a new family of engines focused on efficiency which first showed up in the
Mazda 3. The zoominess was easy for Mazda â€” it's what it does â€” but the sustainable part
took a little more work and yet another exercise in branding: i-ELOOP. Skyactiv is already firmly
rooted in efficiency, but to really make its mark, Mazda added a brake-energy regeneration
system called i-ELOOP. The system makes use of a variable voltage alternator V and a capacitor
to help store energy and reduce fuel consumption. When the driver lifts off the accelerator, the
alternator's spinning is used to charge the capacitor which then, after a quick pass through a V
converter, powers the car's electronics. Mazda says that a full capacitor can run the entire car,
including air-conditioning, for a full minute. This energy storage not only reduces the strain on
the engine-driven alternator, but allows Mazda to implement a stop-start system that shuts the
engine down completely when the vehicle isn't moving. Mazda is currently evaluating the
stop-start system for the U. Something About Driving It Under the sculpted hood and behind the
Kodo-inspired gaping grille is the newest jewel in Mazda's Skyactiv crown: a horsepower,
direct-injection 2. It's the largest and most powerful Skyactiv powertrain to date. To keep things
from shaking themselves to bits, Mazda adopted a balance shaft for the big new four-banger
that has resulted in an engine that is quieter and smoother, according to Mazda's calculations,
than the 2. We finally get out on the road, and it's clear there's no reason to doubt Mazda's
assertions so far. The hp Skyactiv-G 2. Peak power arrives at a lofty 5, rpm while the peak
torque rating of pound-feet arrives at 3, rpm. Mazda says the engine is as precise and
responsive as anything you'll find with direct injection and without a throttle cable. We would
agree, as it's a vast improvement over the soulless mooing of the Honda Accord EX even if you
do need to rev the Mazda a little higher to get to the sauce. While we weren't thrilled with the
operation of the idle-stop the 2. Mazda says the system returns 6. Smart Shifter Part of the
engine's responsiveness can be attributed to the six-speed automatic transmission in our test
car, which is also part of the Skyactiv family. The transmission features an "extra-wide lock-up
range clutch," which brings us back to that whole "responsive" thing. The guts of the 6AT have
been lightened, while at the same time the electronics have been rejiggered to more accurately
assess the driver's needs and emotions. Brake hard for a panic stop and the car reacts as
normal. Brake hard after aggressively taking a sharp curve and the transmission responds by
downshifting smoothly into each gear until you're off the brakes and back on the gas. Of
course, if you don't trust Mazda's electronic brain to do the shifting for you, there are paddle
shifters and a manual mode on the gear selector that still, mercifully, works the only correct
way: forward for downshifts, back for upshifts. There's also a kick-down button that occupies
the final 5 percent of the accelerator pedal's travel. Floor it all the way to this
hard-to-accidentally-depress button and you'll accelerate to pass swiftly, not aggressively. Push
through that resistance, however, and the transmission automatically kicks down a gear â€” or
more â€” and throws you into the meat of the power band. Since this is a Mazda after all, a
proper six-speed manual is available, too, if you're so inclined. History says less than 10
percent will be; if that's so, don't expect to see many on dealer lots. Refined Road Manners
"Precise" and "responsive" take on new meanings when the Mazda 6 is on the open road. As
every other midsize sedan has followed Toyota down the path of isolation, Mazda's still

laser-focused on oneness between driver and vehicle. This oneness is a double-edged sword,
especially if you consider the competition. The steering is active and accurate, a trait that will
appease drivers and enthusiasts but the casual consumer will find it busy. Our test car, fitted
with summer tires, follows rain grooves and transmits every seam and bump through the wheel.
The impacts and wanderings are never harsh; they simply exist and Mazda trusts you enough to
deal with it. Consider it the difference between watching a movie censored on an airplane vs.
Similarly, the same suspension that has us "accidentally" missing our exits at every roundabout
in rural France is a talkative, controllable revelation in the segment. If you're offended by road
imperfections and potholes â€” in more than the "where did my tax dollars go" way â€” the
Mazda 6 may be too firm. Our preproduction, European-spec test car also exhibits some serious
wind noise. We're chalking that one up to the preproduction specs of this vehicle, as no
enthusiast save Caterham drivers and motorcyclists finds high-pitched, A-pillar-meets-roof
wind noise fun. Next Stop: Skyactiv Interior So it drives well, looks fantastic and returns
significantly better fuel economy while being faster. So what's the rub? In short: the interior.
After Mazda spent serious dollars on the exterior and the powertrain, there wasn't much left for
the interior. At least that's our initial impression. The new cabin is stylish, has leather and
soft-touch materials and a control knob to navigate menus on the optional 5. The trouble is,
these features and the quality of them are more in line with the outgoing Toyota Camry and
Honda Accord than a sedan that's trying to blur the lines between family car and luxury car.
This problem isn't new to Mazda. The Mazda 2, Mazda 3 and Mazda CX-5 all lag behind the
competition in terms of interior styling and perceived quality. It wasn't a deal breaker to the
engineers at Mazda. Is it for you? Mazda is certainly concerned about the driver with this new 6,
but it didn't forget what this segment is all about. Unfortunately, the swoopy body results in a
lower car with less headroom front and rear than its competitors. Taller drivers use every inch
of legroom and a good deal of the seat's rake getting comfortable, and rear-seat passengers,
already used to tighter accommodations, shouldn't have any complaints. But Wait, There's
More! The Mazda 6 won't even hit our shores until January of and already we're curious at
what's next. Along with the standard sedan, Mazda is also preparing two other variants: a
wagon and a diesel-powered sedan. It's unlikely we'll see the wagon in the States, as Americans
just don't buy enough of them to justify the expenditure. Not when gas is still cheap, parking
abundant and not as long as the Mazda CX-5 is still flying off the lots faster than they can build
them. The diesel model, however, is almost a guarantee. Oil burners are notoriously hard to
certify for the U. Mazda has confirmed that the 2. Shortly thereafter, though, it should find its
way into the 6 sedan and a few months later, the 3 sedan and hatchback. Preaching to the
Choir? If our rough calculation of 37 mpg is correct, it's a number that will likely act as the spine
for an advertising campaign that will drive fuel-conscious consumers into Mazda showrooms.
At least that's what the company is hoping. Then again, the Nissan Altima already boasts about
its 38 mpg rating on the highway while the Honda Accord gets a mere 36 mpg. Landing in the
middle of those two isn't a bad place to be, especially as mileage becomes the basis for getting
on shopping lists. Mazdas usually find their way onto shopping lists because buyers want a
little more than your average car in terms of ride and handling. This 6 certainly delivers in that
department, and now it delivers in the mileage category, too. Add in the dramatic styling and
Mazda 6 might finally get out from underneath the shadow of its more well-known Japanese
competitors. Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members
of the press were invited, to facilitate this report. The Used Mazda 6 is offered in the following
submodels: 6 Sedan. Available styles include i Grand Touring 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find
a cheap new, used, or certified pre-owned CPO Mazda 6 for sale near. Simply research the type
of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap
prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Mazda 6. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people
and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective,
it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and
keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Mazda lease specials Check out Mazda 6 lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Ride quality may be too firm for some interior touchscreen interface is less advanced and
harder to use than competitors' systems. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for

sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Great car, would buy
again. I just rolled over 65k on my Mazda6. The car has been great, I am a road warrior so my
car is a very important aspect of my job. I will write some notes below in regard to my thoughts.
Good: Mpg- highway, loaded down I still get mpg. Typically on a tank of gas I'll average about
32mpg. Car rides nice, sporty, yet you don't feel all bumps in the road. It feels solid, when
hitting a bumps, no creaking or "falling apart" noises. Looks awesome while being efficient. Bad
Rotors warped around 20k miles, warranty covered getting them turned looks to be a common
problem. The original pads had about 10k miles left in them. I unhooked the battery, waited a
couple minutes, reinstalled The radio and blue tooth have been fine since. Other service notes:
the tires are going to last me until about 70k miles, I've been happy with them, and wil probably
put the same tires back on. After a while you get use to it and learn how to properly over take on
the interstate. Overall, I would gladly purchase again. For the price, the styling, room, and
efficiency it cannot be beat. Plus it's not as common as a fusion, Camry, or accord Updated:
around 74k now, rotors are showing signs of being warped again. Non factory parts this time
I'm beginning to think since the car never down shifts it uses up the brakes pretty good. I also
rode with a co worker the other day. They had a around 25k. When they hit the brakes on the
interstate it felt like we were driving on a wash board. I still feel the same about this car though.
Great car for the money. Have not yet had any major issues. I did go with a set of very nice
Michelins this time around. Road noise was drastically reduced. Update: 90k still major brake
issues.. Apparently the pads Weren't clamping evenly. Car still running strong, interior still
holding together nicely but will be looking to replace around k miles Update: traded car in at 95k
miles. No issues and someone is going to get a great car that has a lot of highway miles in it. I
traded it in for a couple reason. I made the mistake of not buying the grand touring. The touring
seats for me were never to comfortable for my hour work trips. Lack of seat adjustments was
the main issue. Mechanically car was sound. Was in the shop for oil changes, one recall and to
get the rotors turned once. Only advice, as for a overnight test drive and sit in the car for an
extended period to see if it's a fit for you. If so, I'd highly recommend the car to anyone. Read
less. The good, bad, and ugly, i. Finally, an honest review of the good and the bad. Not sure why
people leave such biased reviews - all cars have faults. I'd buy the same car again, but let's look
at a few things to keep in mind when you test drive. First the good. A beautiful car from any
angle - the best in the segment. Terrific gas mileage. Great handling. Comfortable, with a very
nice interior if you're not into lots of clutter. Fun to drive. Good price. Now some hard truths.
Mediocre acceleration from stop. Poor rear visibility. Poor infotainment system, badly
positioned, with a laggy voice response system. Massive wind noise. USB difficult to get to Tiny
cheap useless sun visors. Love, Love, Love the look and feel of the new Mazda 6. What a great
looking car. Can't wait to go somewhere just to drive it. If you want a Mid-Size vehicle be sure to
check out the Mazda 6 in the model year. Love the 19" wheels in the GunMetal Finish you only
get with the GT, Leather Seats are very soft and feel good, love the looks of the front and rear.
The Nav is very easy to operate. The whole car is just a great value and has very sporty looks
unlike the dull Accord or Camry. Mazda's Fusion Fighter! The 6 has a much more
driver-oriented dash than the Fusion. The 6's Skyactive engine delivers plenty of power without
the added complication of Ford turbocharged engines already 4 recalls! While both 6 and
Fusion are beautifully styled, I think the 6's high end Jag-like looks will wear better. See all
reviews of the Used Mazda 6. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result
No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 5 average Rating out of 5 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 6. Sign Up. I just rolled
over 65k on my Mazda6. The car has been great, I am a road warrior so my car is a very
important aspect of my job. I will write some notes below in regard to my thoughts. Good: Mpghighway, loaded down I still get mpg. Typically on a tank of gas I'll average about 32mpg. Car
rides nice, sporty, yet you don't feel all bumps in the road. It feels solid, when hitting a bumps,
no creaking or "falling apart" noises. Looks awesome while being efficient. Bad Rotors warped
around 20k miles, warranty covered getting them turned looks to be a common problem. The
original pads had about 10k miles left in them. I unhooked the battery, waited a couple minutes,
reinstalled The radio and blue tooth have been fine since. Other service notes: the tires are
going to last me until about 70k miles, I've been happy with them, and wil probably put the same
tires back on. After a while you get use to it and learn how to properly over take on the
interstate. Overall, I would gladly purchase again. For the price, the styling, room, and efficiency
it cannot be beat. Plus it's not as common as a fusion, Camry, or accord Updated: around 74k
now, rotors are showing signs of being warped again. Non factory parts this time I'm beginning
to think since the car never down shifts it uses up the brakes pretty good. I also rode with a co
worker the other day. They had a around 25k. When they hit the brakes on the interstate it felt
like we were driving on a wash board. I still feel the same about this car though. Great car for

the money. Have not yet had any major issues. I did go with a set of very nice Michelins this
time around. Road noise was drastically reduced. Update: 90k still major brake issues..
Apparently the pads Weren't clamping evenly. Car still running strong, interior still holding
together nicely but will be looking to replace around k miles Update: traded car in at 95k miles.
No issues and someone is going to get a great car that has a lot of highway miles in it. I traded it
in for a couple reason. I made the mistake of not buying the grand touring. The touring seats for
me were never to comfortable for my hour work trips. Lack of seat adjustments was the main
issue. Mechanically car was sound. Was in the shop for oil changes, one recall and to get the
rotors turned once. Only advice, as for a overnight test drive and sit in the car for an extended
period to see if it's a fit for you. If so, I'd highly recommend the car to anyone. Finally, an honest
review of the good and the bad. Not sure why people leave such biased reviews - all cars have
faults. I'd buy the same car again, but let's look at a few things to keep in mind when you test
drive. First the good. A beautiful car from any angle - the best in the segment. Terrific gas
mileage. Great handling. Comfortable, with a very nice interior if you're not into lots of clutter.
Fun to drive. Good price. Now some hard truths. Mediocre acceleration from stop. Poor rear
visibility. Poor infotainment system, badly positioned, with a laggy voice response system.
Massive wind noise. USB difficult to get to Tiny cheap useless sun visors. Love, Love, Love the
look and feel of the new Mazda 6. What a great looking car. Can't wait to go somewhere just to
drive it. If you want a Mid-Size vehicle be sure to check out the Mazda 6 in the model year. Love
the 19" wheels in the GunMetal Finish you only get with the GT, Leather Seats are very soft and
feel good, love the looks of the front and rear. The Nav is very easy to operate. The whole car is
just a great value and has very sporty looks unlike the dull Accord or Camry. The 6 has a much
more driver-oriented dash than the Fusion. The 6's Skyactive engine delivers plenty of power
without the added complication of Ford turbocharged engines already 4 recalls! While both 6
and Fusion are beautifully styled, I think the 6's high end Jag-like looks will wear better. Car has
remained very, very reliable. Been through a few winters, no major issues in the snow with the
stock tires. On my second set. The light sand leather interior can get dirty so extra care is
needed. Gas mileage is great. Still recommend Previous Honda Accord owner who in the end
was looking for something a little bit different. With the latest Consumer Reports Auto edition
praising the new Accord, along with my bias towards Honda, I was sure I would end up in a new
Driving what everyone else drives wasn't a big concern to me. However, I took the time to get to
know the redesigned Mazda 6. In the end, there was enough to push me in a new direction. Time
will tell but I like it so far. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Used Mazda 6
Consumer Reviews More about the 6. More about the 6. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. The good, bad,
and ugly, i. Mazda's Fusion Fighter! Performance Interior Comfort Reliability. Items per page:.
Write a review See all 6s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the 6. Sign Up. It looks like you're
new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Mazda's new midsize entry is
shapely and efficient, but can the Mazda 6 compete with the Camry and Accord? Read our full
road test. Read the full story here. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit
Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros.
April edited September in Mazda. Tagged: Mazda honda pilot. April I was leaning toward the
FR-S but this Mazda6 might be more practical in the long run with carting around buddies.
Tough choices! Two years ago, I never thought I'd be able to say that about cars in the k mark.
Nice looking car. Do I detect some antipathy towards 4-cylinder cars from the author in this
comment, "It's a smooth, slow puller, The side profile of this car is notable Very nice
proportions in this design. I had high hopes for this car but some of the details in the final
product have been disappointing even though overall the car is good. Considering that it is the
same width and all of two inches shorter than its bloated, overweight predecessor, it's
disappointing that the trunk has gone from the top of the class to the bottom--compacts like the
Jetta and Forte have slightly more volume. Some people think it's an odd thing to complain
about in a "sport sedan", but the trunk is actually smaller than the first generation car.
Apparently the trade-off for an adult-sized rear seat is that the passengers have to pack lighter.
There doesn't seem to be "sweet spot" model anymore. The Touring is about the same price as
the previous Touring Plus, but it lacks niceties like standard fog lamps now optional and a
moonroof not available. Plus, the Sport's nice-quality cloth is decontented to vinyl. Either this is
a ploy to capture the rubber fetishists who normally have to buy German, or the marketeers
think that if they slap the big wheels and tires on and have upholstery that's obviously not cloth
then people will think they're fooling their neighbors into believing they sprang for the Grand
Touring. Or possibly it's intended to be the go-to car for teetotalers who drive around their
bing-drinking friends. Honda has finally been beaten for fewest paint hues, all but one a shade
of greige. So the car may have more personality, but it's going incognito. Love the exterior and

interior design, but if I'm replacing my I have to place my hopes on them not screwing up the
Mazda3 again. I was struck by its regular shape from the packing point of view. I am one of the
weird ones who does not care for a sunroof so that is not an issue for me. Really nice-looking
car. I'm glad the chassis is communicative and responsive, but I see that Mazda has found a
worthy replacement for the crappy Bridgestone Turanzas - they now are using crappy Dunlop
SP Sport s. And those front brakes look tiny. In this test I see plenty of comparisons with
Accord, Camry, etc. Lastly, it sounds like there is enough power with one driver and no cargo,
but it will become apparent once it's loaded down with luggage and passengers that it needs
more than hp. Great car, but at the volumes that Mazda is going to move, it's going to continue
to be a bit-player, especially with how good the new Accord and Fusion already are. I'm just not
interested if there is no V6 available. I have 6s GT with the 3. Not in a car that big. Sorry no go.
I'm a very happy owner of a Mazda 6 GT I absolutely love it. It is interesting that the average
MPG in the trip computer reads 30 mpg after 1, miles. However, measured manually I can easily
get more than miles in combined driving per tank driving smart of course. I have no doubt that
in highway-only I can squeeze more than miles out of that tank. Meanwhile, I don't know where
to start about my favorite features The radar cruise took me a while to game it, but it is
awesome once you learn how to optimize its use. The EPA ratings alone ought to help boost
this car's sales numbers over its predecessor. From the article: "You'll be reminded that it
comes from a group of people who assume driving means thinking about what you're doing,
even if it's just getting the kids to school. Possibly it's this philosophy that killed the Mazda
MPV minivan and relegated the previous 6 to an also-ran sales position among midsize
contenders. The last Nissan Altima and most Honda Accord and Civic generations were
mainstream cars with above-average handling and feel that also were very strong sellers. It will
take a better analyst than me to figure out why the big family-friendly previous 6 sold so poorly
when the Altima and Accord succeeded. I checked out the Mazda6 at my local auto show this
year. The back seat has good head room, but Mazda achieved that by lowering the seat
cushions. Back seat passengers end up sitting with their knees much higher than their butts.
It's not at all comfortable for this 6'2"" male. Handsome car with nice instrument cluster and
good dynamics. I like it! And this transmission sounds refreshing. Car's a total
attention-grabber in person. Saw one in Soul Red cruising in traffic and it looked like the only
car on the road. The unintuitive "manual" function of the shifter is a strike against this car.
Forward downshift will never be intuitive for me. Edmunds seems to be especially fond of this
backwards arrangement for some reason and eagerly pushes it as The Only Right Way on every
occasion. Must be something religious. This car is a beauty in person as well as in these
pictures. I saw one and sat behind the wheel at a local auto show. She's a keeper, for sure.
Comparing this to the pedestrian Camry and Accord, you'll be able to pick this beauty out in the
sea of your average parking lot. And after this review, driving one is just as rewarding as
looking at it. Fuel efficiency and practicality are also checked off. Great job, Mazda from
distingishing yourself from your basic appliance and making it more fun to drive from point A to
point B. I saw a model of the new 6 at Mazda USA a few weeks ago. Very handsome car. The
sheetmetal is curvy and muscular without being gaudy. I am surprised at the lack of a V6
powertrain. It's great to have a drivable 4-cyl base model for low cost and high mileage. The
market in the past 2 years has come to demand that. But not all buyers are shopping strictly on
the basis of fuel economy, especially in a car this size and with prices tipping 30 grand. There
needs to be a decent V6 option. Enthusiast here The shifter has short, sporty throws and is fun
to drive. If you like to drive a stick, check out the Mazda ! Since you were comparing trunk
space, note that the Accord doesn't have a split folding backseat anyone speculate why? The
Mazda6 does. So while the Accord offers a little more trunk space, the Mazda is ahead regarding
utility. This car is invisible on the road, nicely designed but ordinary and not interesting to look
at. I saw a few passing by, but it took me a while to register it was a 6 and by the time I look
back, they are gone. At leat someone is making what appears to be a tasteful interior, but I'd
have to feel it to know. As far as the design, well, it reminds me of just about everything else
new on the road, you know, the ones with big gaping fronts and pinched rears. At least it's not
as bad looking as the new Fusion with the truck grill, but that's stylish and by-golly, it's gotta be
a luxury machine then, yup. Seriusly though, I just looked at these on the Mazda website and
they lost me. You guessed it: only cloth, no heated seats, auto climate-control, or nice stereo
upgrades available. Once again, someone assumes you can't afford decent stuff if you don't
want auto transmissions. I'm sure that's a Mazda USA decision. I wonder what the diesel will
come with. I too find it bizarre to waste much space comparing the 6 to Camry. The 6 is not
trying to compete to be the volume leader, it's looking to find a niche in the segment. The
Fusion and possibly Accord Sport are the closest competition in terms of sporting sedan
intentions. Dear Mazda, please replace the 2. Zoom, zoom! Since when do "most of us" want

"the car that will get us through three to five years with as few hassles as possible". I don't
know about you but my minimum is 10 years. I think you automotive journalist are getting jaded
by all that shiny new equipment that's available to you whenever you want it. Anyone looking at
cars in this segment should have this car on their list to test drive. It has the driving dynamics
that set it apart. The styling is phenomenal from every angle. The 17" wheels offer fine handling,
a smoother ride and look just fine. Great job Mazda. Nary an observation or comment on the
complete lack of a 6 cylinder power-train option? Come on, guys, let's not let Mazda, the
manufacturers in general, or the federal government get away with playing regulatory games
with CAFE. A car this size, weight, class needs a 6 cylinder engine to offer any semblance of
comfortable driving, let alone performance or spirited driving. I've owned a 6S Touring and a 6S
Touring; the 03 desperately needed a more powerful engine and it had the small block 6 in it as
the performance option. The 09 has a bigger Ford 6 but it is also a bigger car with more weight.
All the accolades for the new 6S and only a 4-banger. Utterly ridiculous. They lost a customer
here on that market decision. If you put your hand loosely on the shifter and accelerate your
hand will naturally move backward i. Just bought the Mazda 6 sport last week. It's a great car.
It's design and handling really make it stand out among midsize family sedans. It won't win any
drag races but it has competitive acceleration for it's class and gets great gas mileage. Some
things I have noticed: Plenty of backseat space, gigantic trunk, smooth transmission,
suspension stiffer than others but results in better handling, road noise is acceptable but not
the quietest and the base model radio stinks but that's to be expected will upgrade soon I highly
recommend. At least test drive it. Just like with most Mazda products, well, almost all Mazda
products, the buying public will likely continue to pass. It looks good, but like the Fusion, what
you see in pictures doesn't quite translate on the street. The Accord and Altima seem to be the
opposite in that respect, whereas they appear a bit mundane in pictures, but in person, they
exude something more appealing. And the interior of the 6 looks extremely dated already,
reminiscent of the already-dated looks of the FR-S. And the performance of the engine is really
unacceptable in a car that wants to offer spirited driving character over and above its
competition. To add, I do find it peculiar that the article stated the time of the 6 was "a few
tenths" quicker than the Altima and Accord when Edmund's own review of the Accord 4
cylinder had the time at 7. This will be my next car! My Mazda 3 has been absolutely wonderful
with nary a problem. Fun to drive, reliable and VERY well built. Mazda's are very underrated.
People just crui
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se control their way to Honda and Toyota while the just as reliable Mazda's are overlooked. May
I will be watching for safety information about this model. Mazda continues to disappoint me
with their less-than-stellar safety ratings. I expect them to be in the top tier. I drive an '06
Speed6 I purchased new after reading Edmunds review of it beating Sub group spec b legacy. It
has had zero problems since. I am considering the diesel mazda6 if the numbers make sense
regarding mpg, price etc. From reliability to performance, Mazda is in the sweet spot. June
Drove one of these a few weeks ago. As a Mazda fan I could never quite get excited about the
last generation 6. So I was delighted to here last year that six would be all "new". I don't care for
the NAV and opted not go with it in my '08 CX-9 or either Mazda 3 my wife has owned since the
our '05 Mazda 6 a and It has cartoonish interface and is incomplete. The 6 is back mean, classic
and cool. I love it! Sign In or Register to comment.

